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-----*PREFARATORY* -----
There is no little irony expressed in the peculiar sub-division of 

both the seals and trumpets ; and particularly in that of the seals, 
although for other causes the discrimination is kept up in the Trutn- 
pet era ! To suggest this conception as to facts, and for the first 
time with a sufficient reason (as we doubt if others can hâve caught 
its import before its own time of full révélation) let it be noted that 
the firstfour seals are all alike in their primar> sense, to wit: they 
are represented by four “ horses ; ” and are summoned forth, one 
each, by the four “ Living Créatures” of the East, West, South and 
North in God’s own heavens, and all of them are chronologicalIy 
equal.

All of which teacheth that the four Living Créatures—the Angelic 
Anti-types of the Tribal Leaders in terrestrial Israel’s four Angled 
encampment—as if from the quadrated universal camp ot Heaven 
itself, heralded forth the four dominant spirits of Pagan Ronie’s 
earthly enterprise to Manifest themselves! “Corne forth!” saith 
the First Living Créature—that is like unto a Lion, and that stands 
for Léo and for Judah. And forth came the first cartoon or pano
rama, a White Horse and its Augustine Rider ! And so on to the 
Apocalyptic “ completion ” of Pagan Rome’s career.

God gave to her—the fourth workl-empire, likened by Daniel unto 
a nondescript wild Beast in this still broader Gentile Horoscope of 
Time ”—the four corners of the inhabited earth, and the Four Liv
ing Créatures, who express His rule on High, even from its own su- 
l^erior four quarters, summoned them thus forth ; and they came in 
such graphie outiines that an artist like unto Sargent or who put 
the famous cartoons in the Public Library at Boston, could hardly 
fail to realize their meaning when at last explained and understood, 
or to express it with his brush and art, were he but given space, sav
on the walls of some lofty alcôve devoted to the dreadful history of 
those Pagan days (30 B.C. to 263 A.D.)

Consequently (as the Four Living Créatures overshadovv the en
tire canopy of God’s own dwelling place on High, and rule the camps 
of “his chosen people,” even of Our Race on earth, while Rome the 
fourth empire of the Gentile âge simply assumes to do so here, and 
is merely tolerated for a while) it is significant that as these first four 
seals are opened, the four “Zoons” or Living Créatures, ironizeas 
it were the whole situation, and call out their anti-parts, which are 
anti-types in the sardonic sense and measure, (for I may not call 
them counterparts,) and expose their increasingly horescent pro
portions to man’s gaze! The plot of this A pocalvptic drama is so 
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4 I’REFARATORY

consummate that it exhausts one’s power of satisfactory analysis to 
take in ail of its significance at once.

As a matter of fact the four seals literally “ box the compass ” of 
Pagan Rome, and préparé the way for the first four trumpets that 
have still more dread proportions—Papal ones !—to en-compass. The 
Seals merely show the general situation of the Pagan Roman Camp, 
and the direction of its route, White, Red, Black, Deadly, yet quite 
directly around the circle which they square ! In fact, they “ bound ” 
her, as one would at school ; but not in an ancient way, Éast, West, 
South, North,—and then dismiss her from the stage!—for the re- 
inaining Seals have specified marks, and other purposes, and severally 
are differently set forth.

And it is in a similar strain of prophecy (reflected in ail truth and 
of course by history itself, as we shall see anon) that the first four 
Trumpet sub-divisions of the Seventh Seal, when we arrive thereat ; 
are likewise ail alike chronologically, while the remaining three—or 
the three Woes into the last of which we are now entering—Fall of 
1903 A.D. 5901 A.NT—have spécial features that distinguish them, 
the one from the other, and emplace them on the scale of time ex- 
actly where they belong—even chronologically.
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THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SEALS
UP TO THE

Breaking of the Seventh»
Pretitninary 64.223425

The 4-65.61

lut Seul 4- 1.386575
COMPASS 65.61

2ntl Seal 66.996575
OF 65.61

3r<l Seal 132.606575

* ‘ Pagan " 65.61

4th Seul 198.216575

Rome. 65.61

ûth Seal 263.826575
IT 65.61

(ith Seal 329.436575
Falls! 65.61

7th Seal 395.046575

B.C. March 24th, 64 B.C.

Augustus Cæsar.

A.D. May 22, Janus Opened.

White Horse Era.

364th day. Dec. 29th, 66 A.D. 
Red Horse Era.

222nd day, Aug. 9th, 132 A.D.

Black Horse Era

80th day, Mar. 19th, 198 A.D.

Pale Horse Era.

302nd day, Oct. 28th, 263 A.D. 
Martyr Era.

160th day, June 8th, 329 A.D. 
Constantine the Great.

17tli day, Jan. 395 A.D.

N.B. From this latter date. 395 A.D , counting it as 
year 1, the Seventh Seal continues to “the Restoration 
of ail things,” or to the end of “the Times of the Gen- 
tiles,” as we hope to demonstrate in our progress through 
it down to date 1903 A.D. and forward to its own appar 
ent termination together with those of the Seventh Trum- 
pet. and the Seventh Vial, and the Seventh Epistle, ail 
estimated to close circa 1929 A.D. or about 1900 years 
after the Crucifixion !
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THE SEVEN SEALS

Succesdfully and Succesôîvdy 

Broken

By the Lamb of God

IN

JOHN’S PRESENCE
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The Four Horses

and

Their Roman Riders
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By

=ed

The Lamb

Of God
t( Who hath the Seven Horns with Seven Eyes ”
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THE SECOND SEPTENARY

The Seven Seals

* FIRST SEAL *
——

VI AND 1 saw when the Lamb opened the First of the Seven 
Seals, and I heard the First of the Living-Creatures, as it 

were with the voice of thunder, saying :
“ Corne Forth ! ”

2 And 1 saw ; and behold a White Horse,and the one sitting on 
it, having a Bow.

And a Crown was given unto him.
So he came forth conquering ; and on purpose to conquer !
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HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT.
FIRST SEAL:

May 22, i A.I)., to Dec. 29,66 A.D. The White Roman Empire; 
Emperors; Augustus (to Aug. 21, 13 A.D.); Tiberius (Aug. 21, 13 
A.D.); Caius (Mar. 17, 36 A.D.) Claudius (Jan. 24, 40 A.D.); 
Nero (Oct. 13, 53 A.D. to66A.I>.)

The Summons was like the Noise of Thunder. A White Horse, 
Rider with Bow. Crown conferred, and their honors assured. The 
Age of Conquest and Expansion ; a natural résultant of the “Au- 
gustan Age,” so,called. 65.61 years in duration, ist Phase of the 
Pagan Roman Empire. The color, white, indicates interior harmony, 
i, e. “ peace ” within the Empire; and is in accord with the literal 
“color of the horses ridden by the Roman Emperors” (Greenwell). 
The 2><w signifies conquest; the C*nw,  Imperialism, Triumph and 
Victory. Augustus was an idéal EMPEROR; Tiberius was a despot 
and voluptuary, a murderer, assassin, and a profligate ; he came to 
a violent end at the hands of his own household. Caligula came to 
the throne mild and générons, and became a mad-man ; he was eut 
down by his own guards. Claudius was merely weak ; a student and 
a recluse. Nero was a buffoon in politics, a cruel bully in office, a 
tyran t and aperseentor of ail good things. In him the Julian Impé
rial Ilouse ended, by his own, necessary, suicide. Somehow or other 
Nero reminds us of Saul—though he had no David, unless strangely 
Titus, misunderstood, was the best that Rome could furnish !

In the days of Augustus the Empire extended from the Atlantic 
to the Euphrates ; and from the Danube to the Cataracts of the 
Nile. Population about one hundred millions ; divided geograph- 
ically and characteristically in two ; or into Eait and West: Politically 
also into two sets of provinces Pro-eonsttlar and Impérial. The 
authority of Augustus was suprême : he held every chief office in the 
Empire; which had two languages, Greek and Latin. This was the 
Golden Age of Roman literature, of her Poets, Historians, States- 
men, Orators, Satirists, no need to enumerate; their works are still 
used in ail our schools, and known in ail our libraries. Commerce 
was wide, and the Government itself with its armies made the road- 
lines easy.

If Rome Pagan was ever “civilized,” and at her summit, it was 
during this “ Augustan Age”—or during the ride of the White 
Horse-wr/z,—and the White-Charger, (from the time of the battle of 
Lake Regillus, when “ Castor and Pollux”led Valerius to Victory 
and defeated Tarquinius) has ever been the Roman type of Conquest. 
The âge as a whole was the greatest and the Best that Rome ever 
saw, and its history is white in comparison with ail that followed it 
on Pagan lines—for beyond then», into Papal ones, there were no 
colors—until the Reformation !
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The

Second Great Seal
of

God, The Father Almighty,

By HIS Son,
“ Who hath the I)ouble~Kdged Broad-Stvord.”
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*SECOND SEAL*
—C-—

3 A ND when He had opened the Second Seal, I heard the 
** Second Living Créature, saying :

“ Corne Forth ! ”
4 And there came forth another a Red Horse. And unto the 

one sitting there on was it given to take peace from the earth; 
in order that they might kill one another.

So there was given unto him a great Sword
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HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT.
SECOND SEAL.

Dec. 29, 66 A.D. to Aug. 9, 132 A.D. 2nd Horse-man. The 
Red Roman Empire. Rulers : Nero (until July 9, 67 A.D.), 
Galba; Otho ; Vitellius ; Vespasian, (July 12, 68 A.D.)—Fall of 
Jérusalem Fall of 69 A.D.—Titus, (June 23, 78 A.D.); Domitian, 
(Sept. 13,80 A.D.) Nerva ; (Sept, i8th, 95 A.D.)—Révélation at 
Patmos 96 A.D.—Trajan (Jan. 27-8, 97 A.D.); (John released 97 or 
98 A.D.) ; Adrian, July 20, 116 A.D.) ; [625 B.C.95 A.D. — 720 
y. - 2 X 360 y. : 95'A.D. -J- 1800 A.D. — 1895 A5 X 360 
y. : 625 B.C. 4- 1895 A.D. - 7 X 360 y. Ail collateral dates and 
eras fit].

Seal opens on being ruptured. The Second Living Créature sum- 
mous forth the 2nd Horseman, the Red Roman Empire, which takes 
peace away from the earth by virtue of a great Sword. This was the 
âge of Révolution and Commotion. 2nd Phase of the Empire, dura
tion 65.61 years. Its very opening is significant of Révolution by 
virtue of the Siaord conferred upon its Emperors; that is, in it the 
Roman Légions themselves take a hand at making the Civil Emperors 
from the start (Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian, Titus, etc.) So 
there was war within, and war without, and the Whtte of peace was 
replaced by the Red of Révolution. War, Blood, and recognized 
Military ascendancy is symbolical of the period. Meantime the 
Roman Empire spread : North, East, South, and West ; into Dacia, 
Armenia, Mesopotamia, Germany ; and under Trajan practically 
came to its most prospérons acme of renown and expansion.

Nero died at the hands of a slave; Galba,an old-style Roman, was 
unpopular, and the Pretorians killed him; Vitellius was vicious, 
cowardly and inefficient, and was put to an ignominious death. 
Vespasian was a reformer and stands first in the line of good 
emperors : Titus was one of the best ; Domitian a tvrant ; Nerva, 
mild and virtuous ; Trajan on the whole was a patriot, and one of 
Rome’s very best Emperors, his victories and services gave him the 
famous “Column” , as his Sword had carried the Roman Eagles 
to the very limits of the known world, and added Armenia, Mesopo
tamia and Assyria to the Empire. Hadrian was a cultivated patron 
of éducation, a traveller, builder and gentleman ; he crushed Bar- 
Cochebas the false Messiah (John v. 43.) razed Jérusalem to the 
ground, and thus indirectly suppressed Judaizing Christianity. But 
the Sword ruled ail through the Seal, and Peace was not found upon 
earth—it was a red skv,—with its terminal morning full of warning ! 
For these four Seals, regarded as three hours apiece in their own pre- 
•cincts, bring us half through the Scriptural “day” assigned to 
Pagan Rome as such, and this in spite of overlaps ;—for the example 
of the martyrs, like their blood, was as a seed sown in public opinion 
and was bearing fruit!
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The

Third Great Seal
of

God, The Father Almighty,

By the Lord
Who hath His Eyes like unto a Flame of Fire.”
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♦THIRD SEAL*

5 AND when He opened the Third Seal I heard the Third
Living-Creature, saying :

“ Corne Forth ! ”
And I saw; and behold a Black Horse. And the one sitting 

upon it had a Balance in his hand.
6 And I heard as it were a Voice in the midst of the Four Liv

ing Créatures saying:
“A short-quart*  of wheat for a-day’s-wages ; t and three 

short-quarts of barley for a-day’s wages ! and hands off the oil 
and the winel ”

♦ A short-quart. Choenix, a measureless than a quart.—A “ wine-quart ’ 
as it were, instead of a dry-quart measure : i. e. the price high, the measure 
low, and the proclamation of the Herald-Angel indicative of Famine !

t A day’s wages. Denarius, about 27 cents, (a “ quarter ” or a “ shilling ”) 
called a “ penny ” in Matt. xx. 2.
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HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT.
THIRD SEAL.

Aug. 9, 132 to Mar. 19, 198 A.D. 3rd Horse and Rider. The 
Black Roman Empire : duration 65.61 years ; 3rd Phase of the Pago- 
Roman empire. Rulers : Antoninus Pius (July 20, 137 A.D.); 
Marcus Aurelius (Mar. 7, 160 A.D.); Commodus (Mar. 18, 179, 
A.D. Pertinax (8yd) ; Julianus (66d) ; Severus, (June 2, 193 
A,D.) , . .

On summons from the Third Living Créature, Food is sold by 
measure, (balances) ; always in the Old Testament, a sign of Famine; 
less than a quart of wheat for an entire day’s wages, etc. Scarcity 
was the Rider ; even the oil and wine were interdicted, or safe- 
guarded at such prices, as, tamper not with, hurt it not, touch not, 
think not of oil and wine, hands-off-of is a rigid interprétation and 
translation, as to things out of reach ! It was an era Black with 
Famine and Disaster, as fully symbolized by ail the emblems used. 
Notice (by this (our own) time, both here in our exposition, and here 
in our own âge) that these six preliminary seals are not intended to 
be explicit and are not at ali itemized. Like Dan. ii, they merely 
generalize long eras, with but few though sufficient marks of identifi
cation. Dan. ii and vii likewise generalize the first three Wild- 
Beasts,—but itemize the Fourth : therefore Dan. viii, and ix supplé
ment ii and vii, (vide Daniel Chart).

The purpose of Révélation was to shed the most light at the last*  
and could be most readily obtained by the willing, i. e. in and 
on the âges when light would be most needed. Ail former âges hâve 
had many, and to them appropriate, interprétations of this Book. 
But it was written chiefly for our own âge—the very last days of this 
Laodicean Era—in that in this “day ” ail the other churches would 
be represented also, and the whole seven could read—if they would. 
It is eyesalve—but our neighbors deem themselves, “ rich ”,—whereas 
they are not ! Had this not bsen so this mysterious Book had long 
ago been deciphered, which had necessitated the possession of 
“ latter day truth ”—out of “ due season ” . For instance “ Anglo 
Israël” facts; the One-year Ministry truth ; an astromonical svstem 
of Chronologv made into a science ; a System en which History 
could be, and has been justified, and Prophecy harmonized and 
verified—any of ail this, or of these things, yesterday, had defeated 
its Apocalyptic foresight—although it was a Révélation—and we 
doubt not cjuite well enough understood in every âge—by the elect! 
But to-day is the appointed time,—if there is ever to be one—pro- 
vided we use ail the newlv discovered “ Light ” in order to see into 
the plan and purpose of the Book. But let us proceed ; remember»
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i8 HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT.

ing that a Cryptogram or Révélation, written in “type ” whose in
terest increases as we watch the process, and whose details are all the 
more itemized as we approach the Crisis of the Draina, must work 
toward an end that is its own and only object. The “ Book” was 
written to instruct every âge, and keep them all intent. But it was 
not intended to be fully under stood, until at least and at last the 
Seventh Angel was about to sound—and that Angel is now sound- 
ing !

This third era was a most calamitous period: Sismondi, the his- 
torian, places its commencement at the death of Commodus; that 
date was rather the beginning, of its long high tideot woe and disaster. 
Emperor after emperor, from its start to finish, and on into the 
next Seal, and pretender after pretender, some fifty-nine in all, from 
192 to 284 A. I). “ alternatelv hurled each other from the throne by 
incessant civil warfare.” {Sismondi}.
“The third seal typified famine, fiscal oppression, impoverishment 

and national distress; but more especially the scarcity in the Roman 
markets” Greenivell. This scarcity extended all through the eta, 
and actually culminated at its very close. “The Emperors of the 
Severus family were remarkable for their justice in measuring pro- 
v:sions to the people, as well as for their rigid taxation.” A mere 
Choenix, less than a quart, of wheat for a denarius—a day’s wagest 
(Matt. xx. 2, 10). And no luxuries like oil or wine for any one, in 
the vineyards devastated by continuous war! Such was the outlook 
in the Empire, which was the whole Inhabitable or Civilized, so 
called, world—and relatively this was so !—as the Fourth or central 
era drew on towards its noon. The Seals, or rather the graphie 
judgments and philosophical estimâtes of Historians, in viewing the 
matter of Roman décliné, independently of Révélation, overlap; and 
of course; for the horses and horsemen, and the gloomy hues of the 
fading Spectrum of Empire ride on through all the first four Pagan 
eras, ancl blend them as they change their steeds into one continuous 
whole,—it is only the Révélation that punctuates the matter logically^ 
and puts a Spectre upon horseback at the very end !

The Course is continuous; the Rider himself wears out as he 
speeds along; and the very steeds are but relavs that befit the situa
tion—the whole thing was handicapped, and should hâve been.

The fact is, the Bible fits all âges: this is its own peculiar and 
eternal guarantee of “Inspiration,”—necessarily from Above! The 
Rise and Fail of Impérial Rome find their counterparts in every phase 
and section of collateral or subordinate History. The Apocalypse, 
with its Seven Ages, will fit into even the life of an individual—for in
stance, your own ! Shake-spear, no matter how it came to him, owes 
his famous division of the Seven âges of Man ” to this very book of 
Révélation from on High ! In fact, the Septenary scheme, that so 
consummately agréés with all analysis, is itself “a révélation,” for 
where else will you find it this septenary sequence/mwZinto promin- 
ence ? and kept up at an increasing “ intensity,” except in the Bible F 
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HISTORICAL FL’LFILLMENT. 19

What made this book so astronomically, and mathematically perfect 
—away ahead of time ? accident ? coinciden ce? Notmuch !—Inspi- 
ration !

Just think of it ; six days and a Sabbath ; six years and a Sabbatic 
year ; six Sabbatic years and a Jubilee ; six “ days of God ” and a Mil
lennium ! Six Epistles and a Laodicean âge: six Seals, and a 
Seventh so long that it is overlooked ! Six Trumpets and a Seventh, 
that is louder, and clearer than ail the rest—yea, and as if sounded 
in concert and six mysterious Thunders! and a Seventh—in concert; 
—six Vials and a Seventh that is the Climax ; and yet this Septinary 
sequence of Affairs,—of ail sorts,—and particularly let us say of 
Chronology, as it is a King and rules, as we hâve shown in a recent 
News-Leaflet (May, June*  July, 1903), is so inconvénient, and so 
mysterious, that, while men simply hâve to honor it, and are super- 
stitious thereof—even to palmistry and horoscopes—we rarely use it 
in practical affairs—therefore it uses us ! at our own measure !

Yes, the Seventh âge of every one uses him completely up; and 
the pitcheris broken at the fountain ! Happy is he who is a Gideon- 
ite indeed, in that day, and hath a lighted candie within his pitcher ! 
—and oil, for need, if necessary, in an extra vessel 1—“ In time of 
peace préparé for war ”! G. W. !

And yet, there are anomalies even in Roman History; apparently 
in the application thereunto of the Révélation itself. This Black- 
âge began with Antoninus, one of the noblest Emperors of them ail. 
Dr. Fisher makes his âge the really “Golden one in the Impérial 
history.” He was generous, Arm, patient, indulgent, and “al most 
blameless ” :—no heathen could hâve done more ; and Aurelius, his 
successor, was and is admitted to hâve been “ a sage upon the 
throne ” ! But the common morals of those days ! beyond these 
men! They, after ail, were but a pause in the décliné of Pagan*  
Rome! Commodus (179 A. D.) was the turning point, and accorn- 
modated himself to ail that was tyranical and literally vile. Society, 
that had been growing more and more corrupt, in spite of its recent' 
vain Royal examples, as retrievers, now found a fair exponent in this 
detestible and accommodating tyrant. So military license took the 
heltn, and the Pretorians winked, as Commodus himself was assas- 
sinated. The Senate put a Pertinax into his place—by the way an- 
other worthy man ; so he, too, was slain. l'he Roman empire was 
now cheap, for then they auctioned <>ff the Impérial office to Julia- 
nus. But Severus took it, and the Empire turned into a pure mili
tary despotism. And while these things went on, at Rome, the 
Black Horse of Famine roamed athwart the entire Empire, and the 
Third Seal punctuates the matter to the dot ! food itself was sold 
By measure : Oil and wine were out of sight, life itself became a 
grind, and the barbarians poured down from the “ roof of the earth ” 
to sweep its so-called civilisation ArÆ into the Sea from whence it 
sprang!—as we shall now see—according to John the Divine, who 
had it from above, and sent it on to you.
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The

Fourth Great Seal
of

God, The Father Almighty,

By the King of Kings,
“ Who hath the Seven Spirlts of God.”

red by GOOgle
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*FOURTH SEAL*
—»H»—

7 A ND when He opened the Fourth Seal, I heard the Voice of
1 the Fourth Living Créature saying :
“ Corne Forth ! ”

8 And I saw; and behold, a Pale Horse, and the one sitting 
on it; his name was DEATH !

And the Grave followed him !
And there was given unto him Authority over the fourth part 

of the earth; to kill with the sword and with hunger, and with 
pestilence, and by the wild-beasts of the earth.
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HISTORICAL FULFILLMENT.
FOURTH SEAL.

Mar. 19, 198 A.D. to Oct., 28, 263 A.D. The Emperors multiply : 
Caracalla, (Feb., 5, 211 A.D.); Macrinus, (Apr. 9, 217 A.D.) ; 
Heliogabalus (June 8, 218 A.D.) ; Severus, (Mar. 12, 222 A.D.) ; 
The two Maximini, May 21, 235 A.D.) ; Gordian, the Elder ; Pupie- 
nus ; Balbinus; Gordian, the Younger ; (June 23S), Philip, (Mar. 
244 A.D.) ; Decius, (Fall of 249 A.D.) ; Gallus, (Nov. 251 A. D.) ; 
Aemelianus, (Feb. 254, A.D.) ; Valerian, (May 254 A.D.) ; Gallie- 
nus (in 260 A.D.). Fourteen in ail, and ever so many aspirants, in 
65.61 years, ail, and now always, made by the soldiersl This was 
Rome-Pagan—in its fourth and final act ; as typified by the Fourth 
Horse, and its livid Rider, and as summoned forth by the Fourth. 
Living Créature,—after that fourth Horse-Seal was opened 1

The Vision was a “ pale ” or livid (greenish-jaundiced-dying) Horse; 
noble, domestic, gentle, capable, but ridden to death, because ridden 
by Death Personified, followed by its natural and only concomit
ant, the Grave ; and with power given to them as twain, over “ the 
fourth part of the inhabited earth through sword, and hunger, and 
pestilence, and the wild beasts of the fiel cl—God’s four great plagues ! 
Ail this is a literal pre-pen-picture of the very âge it covers, as the 
pens of the World’s best contemporary and subséquent Historians 
explain and amplify. This4th or Livid horse (rider, and his accom- 
paniments) typified War, Pestilence Confusion and Death—with 
burial to follow !

The Solar Spectrum of Pagan Rome—in those days,—WHITE, 
RED, BLACK, LIVID!—with its more disastrous hues invisible— 
the chetnical ones ! the real radiums and reactives ! But they conie 
next !—in the two next,—Seals ! Inspiration made no faults—the 
faults are with us !

It will be remembered that the Grave—personified—followed the 
Pale-rider of this Fourth-Seal, and thus the inherited ills of ail the 
former Seals or Générations ; of the Second and Third and Fourth 
in particular. each as if an original, came and went on and down sever- 
ally from their own starts, even unto the fifth. sixth and seventh 
âges, as certainly, as if sent from Sinai.

This ivth âge of Pagan Roman did see some of the last and deep- 
phased persécutions of the Church. But Pagan Rome herself had 
far worse tribulation. Ail of the wrath, sown as it were to the winds 
of heaven, and by wars unjust visited by her upon her own predece- 
dent neighbours and âges, now brooded back, in whirlwinds over her
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in her own decadence; as all of the contempory Ilistorians tell us! 
For instance ; referring to 250-265 A.D. even the recent Gibbon, 
though not an atheist but a deist—corroborâtes all that John foresaw 
as to this Fourth Seal ; and, using similarly figurative or apocalyptic 
—language, and hues, puts it thus : “ The dark prospect of distress,
and calamities, bequeathed by the Emperor Caracalla, to his succes- 
sors; also the fiscal evil, a noxious weed ; sprang up again, with most 
luxuriant growth and in the succeeding âge ”—5th and 6th Seals— 
*• darkened the Roman world with its deadly shade.”

I11 this era the Black-plague spread over all the Earth ; and, as it 
were, focused itself between 250 and 265 A.D., at Rome itself,— 
where the recorded rate once arose to 5,000 in a single day ! All of 
this was incident to the jrd Seal or Famine era, that had preceded 
it, and thus in this one, the fourth, the Grave now literally followed 
Death upon the pale Horse—or else satirically they—their corpses— 
followed it, Death, into the Tiber and down to the Sea from which, 
figuratively, their own ivth Wild-Beast-Empire had orignally sprung 
(Daniel vii). There was “death in the pot!”—and no one in 
Baal’s âge to cure the décoction.

So there can be no doubt, at all, that Inspiration foresaw and 
punctuates correctly all this history in its own prophétie language, 
and in absolutely accurate chronology ; no historians, of contempor- 
aneous days, are out of touch with its prédictions—save that they 
record as facts what John long before and by prédiction, was given 
at third hand\ to foresee and to perceive !—as types. Q. E. D !

For instance, Greenwell in his excellent cartooned-digest of this 
mvsterious book of John, selects enough, in citing Arnobius, (whom 
Gibbon also uses). Writing of these very days, or if after them a 
bit, 300 A.D., in those that followed him, and for historical purposes 
to the rear, Arnobius says of the whole matter thus : “ Men coin- 
plain, there are now sent us from the gods, pestilence, droughts, wars, 
scarcities, locusts, hail, and other things noxious to man ; but was it 
not so in ancient times also ! If every species of corn be now de- 
voured by locusts, or if floods destroy the human race, was it not 
so before ! Were there not wars with wild beasts, and battles with 
lions, and destruction from venomous snakes, before our time ? ”— 
Sure ; but what of it if successively entailed ?

But thus, in every âge men talk as did Arnobius in that, and doubly 
demonstrate the truth of prophecy ; for they do record the facts, and 
register their own doiîbts as to the fulfillments, both of which were 
and are predicted and were fulfilled by their own pens.—ipso facto !

The fact is, just such things as these, are predicted to happen m 
all âges, upon the disobedient,—even m the Millennium ! For 
instance, upon Egypt and elsewhere, if they fail to live up to their 
light, (Zechariah xiv, particularlv verses 16-19). It is noticeable 
that there is nothing of detail written about the Millennium in the 
Apocalypse ;—save that its duration shall be u 1000 year’s ”—the 
1 eason manifestly being that John’s perpétuai custom was to avoid
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repeating what others—his accepted confrères and companions— 
had already sufficiently treated.

Now the Old Testament is loaded down with the minutest details 
of the matters that concerns this Sabbatic âge of “ the Restoration of 
ail things?’ Its leading nations (Israël, Egypt and Assyria) ; its 
inagnificent Temple ; its Laws, customs, etc.; are ail set forth, in 
sufficient detail to fill up the space that John—naturally—leaves 
blank. But more of this in place.

This sélection from Arnobius is alone sufficient to show how fully 
the Fourth Seal came to pass; and it has actually been calculated 
that a literal “fourth part of men ” inhabitants of Pagan Rome 
around about the Empire perished in those days, as Greenwell, and 
with credibility, remarks, in his excellent brochure on the Révéla
tion.

Finally, as to the Riders of this Pale horse ; Caracalla was a base 
tyrant, and was murdered bv the Pretorian Prefect ; Macrinus perished 
in the cause of hopeless discipline ; Heliogabalus was a cruel liber
tine—beyond ail precedent ; Severus, too pure in morals to suit that 
pestilential day was likewise slain by his own soldiers ; the two 
brutal Maximini likewise. Five others followed quickly ; and Decius 
was slain in Mesia. The péril of the Empire, from the Goths, 
continually increased ; and Germany on the north, and Persia on the 
east, were up in amis against the Spectre on the Last Horse left to 
Pagan Rome !

Two more, useless riders, bring us to Valerian, whose reign was 
a continuons disaster ; these too were the days of “ the thirty 
tyrants’’ who set up their horns as independent rulers, for short 
spells, over varions parts of the disintegrating Pagan Empire ; and 
finally Galienus closed the Seal, surrounded by inherited, and cul- 
minating confusion and disaster. Fisher says here : “ It would seem 
as if the Roman Empire was on the verge of dissolution” ,—yet not 
quite yet—“ the grave followed after. Saint John is best, if taken 
literally ! And yet both are correct, for the horses “ play out ” with 
this fourth Seal ; even St. John changes his style and Dr. Fisher 
his analysis.—and we accept the punctuations !

(to be continued.)
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MARTIN LYMAN STREATOR, M. A.
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«' The Key that Unlocks the Political Problems 

of the World ”

The foregoing is a new book by M. L. Streator, a Gideonite, and with whose 
work many of us are familiar. He is getting out a second édition of his first 
volume, The Anglo-American Alliance. We would it were his first édition of 
his second volume, but this, we hope,.will corne in time. He says of the fore- 
going new book in a perso nal letter as follows: “ 1 hâve printed a.ooo copies of a 
pamphlet, entitled ‘Sélections from the Promises to the Fathers.’ It contains 
the préfacé to the second édition and the chapters on ‘The Hope of Israël/ 
‘The Planting of Israël in Britain,’ and ‘The Land of the Covenant,’ beaides 
various Opinions of the Press and the People. It gives fundamental évidence 
conceming Anglo-Israël truth. It contains a»a pages and retails at only 35c per 
copy. The imprint of Our Race Publishing Co. appears on a thousand copies.

We çladly advertise this book, having examtned it. It is an excellent one 
for distribution and quick digestion and tnay beget a desire to secure the whole 
book, and at any rate is a most reasonable piece of Anglo-American effort to ally 
the Race on lines that are bound to corne in time. To such as hâve not been 
able to afford Mr. Streator’s more expensive $2.00 work, we can certainly recom- 
mend this one as a meeting far more than half way.
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